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our company testimony
Four Generations Of Family Commitment

celebrating
100
Years
of serving the industrial market
With it’s inception dating back to 1913, Charlotte Electric
Repair Company quickly grew to multiple locations
throughout the Carolinas. In 1935, with the addition of the
new locations, the name was changed to Southern Electric
Service Company, Inc. “In the company’s formative days we
did everything from motor rewinds to installing signal lights
for municipalities” said Stuart Smith, company president.

TEAMSESCO is a fourth generation family business,
founded and owned by the Smith family, which has
been providing technology services to industry for 100
years. That is what we do. What we are about is sharing
the gospel of Jesus Christ with our customers, suppliers,
and employees through the quality of our work and the
manner in how we live our lives. We are blessed to
employ some of the most talented technical and repair
specialists, highly trained sales professionals, and
customer-oriented administrative staff in the service
industry. We feel that the Lord has assembled this
gifted team to honor Him through the repairs, services,
and products that we provide to our customers.
We are privileged to serve you and accept that
responsibility humbly and with a keen awareness of
the trust that you have placed in us. Please pray for us
as we strive to honor God each day through our work
and our lives. TS

The
anchor
point
100 Years of building business relationships

Stuart’s great grandfather, W. Hill Smith, was the first generation of Smiths to lead
the company through it’s formative years. The second generation Smiths, Stuart’s
grandfather, Wm. H. Smith, Jr., (Bill), joined the family business in 1945 after
graduating with a BS in Electrical Engineering. He later became vice president
and general manager of the company during the 1960s. The third generation
Smith to lead the company was Trey Smith, Stuart’s uncle, who joined SESCO
as a Sales Engineer and later as president and Greg Smith, Stuart’s father and
founder of Electrical South, who joined the company in 2001 as CEO. It was at this
time the company expanded into industrial electronic repair with a new 25,000
square foot, state-of-the-art facility located in Greensboro, NC. The name was
changed to TEAMSESCO to reflect the many ‘service teams’ that the company
offers to it’s customers. “As industry needs have changed, so have we in an effort to
better meet the needs of our customers.” says Smith. “When my great grandfather
joined this business a hundred years ago, it’s most likely he never envisioned us
repairing 500HP drives, wind turbine electronics or ultraviolet ballast!”
Through four generations of the Smith family’s dedicated leadership,
TEAMSESCO’s core business has been in providing technology services to
industry. Today, TEAMSESCO is one of the nation’s leading industrial electronic
repair businesses growing it’s market to include everything from green energy
repair to water treatment facility repairs. “There has never been a better
time to introduce these new services to our customers,” said Stuart Smith. “It
demonstrates not only where TEAMSESCO stands today; but also where we are
heading in our commitment to growing the business for the next 100 years”. TS

by Stuart Smith, president

TEAMSESCO has sown a rich tradition with roots going back
100 years. Few companies can boast such longevity and it is
a great source of pride for our company. TEAMSESCO’s long
history has witnessed the rapid industrial growth of the early
1920’s, the Great Depression, two world wars, the inception and
development of the computer age and most recently, a severe
global recession. Throughout these 100 years TEAMSESCO has
always valued the relationship we have with our customers. We

strive to add a measure of personal touch,
to understand our customers’ unique needs
and to go the extra mile in order to fulfill their
requirements. Our aim has always been to
develop long term relationships with our customers based on trust and reliability.
Today, TEAMSESCO continues to honor
our past and the foundation that has been
laid while evolving to meet the needs of
our diverse customer base. For example,
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Company started as
Charlotte Electric Repair
Company in Charlotte, NC

1913

1915

The company
originally specializes
in motor repair

W. Hill Smith, Sr.
joins the company’s
leadership group

1918

unconventional repairs
save time with TEAMSESCO’s ‘non-standard’ repair

Our customers often contact TEAMSESCO
looking for assistance repairing “odd ball”
electronics or an item that must be sent
oversees or to the OEM for a reliable repair.
These customers are often forced to accept
excessive lead times. In most cases we can
partner with the customer and develop a
reliable test procedure that will allow our
technicians the ability to fully repair and test
these units. This is accomplished through
an on-site visit from a TEAMSESCO engineer, customers giving or loaning us old or
scrapped equipment and all the documentation that is available. This is a service that
is truly a partnership between the customer
and TEAMSESCO and can only be accomplished when both parties view the project
in that manner.
For additional information about our nonstandard or unconventional electronic repairs, visit our website at www.teamsesco.com and look under
electronic repair. TS

TEAMSESCO Offers Full Servo-System Repairs
We can reliably repair and test your entire servo system

As many of you are aware, servo motors are unique. In fact, they are as much an
electronic item as they are a motor. TEAMSESCO’s servo laboratory can reliably
test your entire servo system using customized test equipment. Our certified technicians thoroughly evaluate the electro-mechanical properties of your
motor making needed repairs. Feedback devices (encoders,
hall-effect and resolvers) are inspected and tested, and
our state of the art equipment allows us to set feedback alignment and run test the motor.
On the control side, all amplifiers,
power supplies and controllers are
repaired using OEM or better parts
and tested by running the companion motor. In fact, many of our
customers send in the motors and
controls to be tested together before
being returned to them. The next
time you have a servo repair need,
call TEAMSESCO, repair pricing is
available for drives and motors on
our website at www.teamseco.com
or by calling 1-800-48-SESCO. TS

Did
You
know?
TEAMSESCO’s Circuit Board Repairs Include

Replacement Of All Common Failure Components

All of TEAMSESCO’s printed circuit board
repairs are tested using either OEM equipment
or our industry-exclusive PinPoint II Diagnosis
Equipment. TS
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Name changed to
Southern Electric
Service Company

1935

1940

When the unexpected happens
TEAMSESCO offers around the clock service
The rains began to pour over the country
music capital of the world, Nashville
Tennessee. Within a 36-hour period more
than 13 inches of rain had fallen and the
creeks and rivers were flowing into the
streets and business’s creating billions
of dollars in damage. It took several days
for the waters to recede before anyone
could assess the damage. TEAMSESCO
was contacted that week by one of our
distributors. A wire drawing facility along
the Cumberland River had been submerged
and they asked if we could handle rebuilding
all of the drives in the facility. TEAMSESCO
accepted the challenge!
The customer loaded an eighteen wheeler
full of drives and circuit boards and headed
to our Greensboro, North Carolina service
center. The truck arrived on the 14th and
by that afternoon, forty-six AC and DC
drives were inventoried and quoted to
the distributor. Approval was given on the

SESCO expands
throughout the
Carolinas

Smith family
becomes majority
owners of SESCO

1980

Service

OntCall
Call Us At 1-800-48-SESCO!

18th with the first shipment due on the
21st. TEAMSESCO began dismantling and
cleaning the mud and debris out of the
drives. Each drive was cleaned, components
replaced, re-assembled, powered up and
load tested using our closed loop hydraulic
loading system – putting the drive under
full load conditions. The first shipment left
our facility a full day ahead of schedule
with more than the requested number of
units on it. Through phone support and onsite visits, TEAMSESCO field service and
repair technicians supported the customer
throughout the startup process helping
them meet their deadline to get the plant up
and running. TEAMSESCO kept true on its
promise and delivered early.
So when the creeks are rising and you’re in
need of quality industrial electronic repairs,
regardless of stringent deadlines or a truck
full of opportunities, TEAMSESCO can
handle the challenge! TS

The
TEAMSESCO
difference
find out what sets Us apart from the rest

by Mike Thompson, vice-president

Recently, a customer mentioned that he had been inundated with
calls from companies vying for his repair business. He added, over
the past week, he had received phone calls and literature from four
different repair vendors. He then asked me, “What sets TEAMSESCO
apart from the rest of these guys?” Before answering his question, I
explained something that has been happening in the industrial repair
market over the past several years. There have been a multitude of repair shops springing up as a result of individuals leaving established
companies, wanting to start their own business.
There is nothing wrong with starting your own business. Small businesses are what makes this country great and I admire their entrepreneurial spirit. What is wrong is when start-ups market themselves
as having the same capabilities as established businesses when, in
reality, they don’t. TEAMSESCO has invested hundreds of thousands
of dollars in test equipment, engineering and procedures in order to
produce consistent, quality repairs. It takes more than a brochure to
produce quality results. Selling unproven capabilities without being
able to follow through, hurts the repair industry by creating excessive
downtime for trusting customers. I recommend to anyone, get to know
your repair vendor! At TEAMSESCO we offer standing invitations for
plant tours to both existing and prospective customers in order to ex-

plain our repair processes and to demonstrate our testing capabilities. I would encourage you to ask any repair company you consider, “Can I tour your facility?”
But wait... what is it that sets TEAMSESCO apart
from the rest? As I’ve mentioned, we’ve invested time
and capital to develop the very best test equipment
and procedures in the industry; we’ve invested in engineering to produce consistent, quality repairs; as well as
offering new motor, drive and hoist product sales to meet
all of our customer’s needs. Not to mention TEAMSESCO
is a “one stop shop” able to meet both your electronic
and servo motor repair needs. But we also know that the
repair business is based on relationships, integrity, and
trust and it’s our employees that make that happen. Our
employess strive to develop long lasting partnerships
with each customer built on these qualities. If you are an
existing customer, thank you for allowing TEAMSESCO
to meet your needs. If you are a prospective customer,
please visit our website www.teamsesco.com to find out
more about our company and the trust you can have in
us. We look forward to hearing from you soon. TS
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Opened 25,000 sq. ft.
Greensboro electronic
repair facility

2001

2002

Company name
changed to
TEAMSESCO

Industry exclusive
load-test center
goes online

2003

Touch
Screen
experts
Repairing All Brand Of Monitors, Touchscreens And HMI Devices
Over the last decade, human machine interface
or, HMI technology, has
been dramatically improved upon. While the industry started with simple
keyboards and large CRT
monitors, which took up a
lot of space and were usually located in two separate
places, it has grown into
sophisticated LCD touchscreens that do so much
more than the screens of
yesterday! You can monitor machine performance,
adjust data, and control
parameters on the fly, right
from the terminal. All of

screen with an exceptional high rate of success. We have the ability to power on and run
the screens, insert programs which ensure
that the output drivers are functioning, and
fully test, or even replace, the touchscreen
membrane itself.
Although there are many different manufacturers of touchscreens, we have developed
repair procedures for most all of the popular brands at less than half the cost of purchasing a new one. Imagine, for less than
half price of new, your equipment is running
again with minimal downtown and you have
a full StarService warranty on the repaired
item. TEAMSESCO can save you thousands
of dollars when you repair your existing HMI
equipment.
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Record your Drive Settings
log your parameters and keep them nearby
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2010

Interactive website,
www.TEAMSESCO.com
goes live

2011

Charlotte
mechanical
division sold

Celebrating 100 years
of quality service to
industry, nationwide

2013

How can I know that my drive
will work when I re-install it?
Dynamic full-load testing of AC and DC drives is the only
way to fully guarantee the reliability of a repaired drive.
TEAMSESCO is the only major industrial electronic repair
service center who can truly load test not only your drives,
but your solid state starters and softstarts as well.
Our investment of over $500,000 in the engineering and
manufacture of our load test center qualifies us as being
unique in our testing capabilities. While other repair centers
test drives on unloaded motors or resistive loads like light
bulbs, we can exercise your drive fully on our load center,
simulating plant operating conditions.
Don’t trust your repaired drive to a light bulb test. When you
need your drive repaired, think of TEAMSESCO and the reliability that our load testing ensures in the quality of your
repaired drive. TS

Here’s An idea! Drive storage & maintenance
Applying power to spare drives every 6-8 months is extremely beneficial. Over longer
periods of time DC bus capacitors require reformation, especially if the drive is stored
in an environment with temperatures higher than 80 degrees. Capacitor reforming is
required if drives are stored without power for more than 2-3 years. This can be avoided
by applying power to the drive biannually for 30-45 minutes. Printed circuit boards also
contain electrolytic capacitors that may no longer function after long periods of storage.
TEAMSESCO can recondition these boards as well as reform the bus capacitors. If you
have some questionable spares that could cause extended downtime, give TEAMSESCO
a call and we will recondition your spares to like new condition. TS
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TEAMSESCO’s quality commitment

TEAMSESCO’s

The PROS

Full rated load test and communication testing with TEAMSESCO

As part of our commitment to continuous quality improvement we
have developed improved test procedures for AC/DC drives and
soft starters. We know the only way to insure the quality of any repair is the ability to run the unit at full-rated load capacity and test
it’s communication functions. We run and test repaired all units
under full-rated load capacity. Our load center is fully adjustable
direct from the technician’s workbench. It can run indefinitely or
for any variable of time to be certain that the drive will sustain it’s
full-rated load capacity. There can be runtime issues that don’t appear until the unit has been running under load for several hours.
Our load center will show these failures and allow us to find
the cause and repair the problem prior to shipping the
unit. The second phase of our testing procedure
A soft starter
involves running each drive in all available conis a solid state voltage
figurations while testing it’s communication opcontroller designed to reduce
tions. After testing demands have been met,
the start current and start
each unit is set to factory default settings.

MS

ESC O

Do you have a unresolved drive or soft start
issue? Contact your local TEAMSESCO Regional Sales Manager, or call 1-800-48-sesco
for further assistance. TS

TEAMSESCO FISHING CONTEST
Enter to win a TEAMSESCO ball cap!

TE
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A

torque applied to an induction
motor during start-up.

N

The warm weather is here and
the fish are biting, so we inO
vite you to participate in our
FI
SHING C
TEAMSESCO fishing contest.
Here is how it works. Email us
your fish photos, large fish, small fish and anywhere
inbetween. We will randomly choose a variety
of photos for our next issue of the TEAMSESCO
Workbench Newsletter, if we choose your photo, we mail you a great hat and
feature you in our newsletter. Now, go catch a lunker (or not) and send it in for
a chance to win from TEAMSESCO! Email your fish photos along with your
complete name and company name to PR @teamsesco.com TS

Brenda Murphy

operations manager
In our business, Brenda has done it all. She began
as a motor winder technician in Burlington Industries’ motor repair shop more than thirty years ago.
Since then, she has worn many hats in the industrial repair business – from winder, to sales, to customer service, and now operations. Brenda joined
TEAMSESCO as office manager in 1994. In 2002
she joined our Electronic Service Team and began
a new career in customer service. In October of
2011, she was promoted to operations manager.
Brenda, and her husband Richard, call Burlington,
NC home. She has three children and six grandchildren, including 6 year old twins. Both she and
Richard are very active in their church and spend
lots of time with their grandchildren at the go-kart
track, ball games and cheerleading competitions.
Brenda’s other passion is the weekly NASCAR racing series, where she has been a scorer for over
25 years. We are very blessed to have Brenda as a
member of our TEAMSESCO team! TS

TEAMSESCO’s

Campfire
Cuisine
Blackened flounder

(or mild tasting fish)

• Cooking oil 	
• Large skillet

• 2-3 pounds fresh fish fillets
• Blackening seasoning mix

Preparation:
Rinse the fish fillets and pat dry with paper towels. If necessary, cut the fish in portions that will fit in your skillet.
Coat the fish on both sides with your favorite blackening
seasoning mix, pressing it onto the fish to get a good
layer of seasoning.
Cooking:
Heat a large skillet over high heat and add a thin layer of
oil to the pan (suitable for high-heat cooking). When very
hot, and without crowding the pan, place seasoned fish
in the skillet and cook without moving the fish for 3-4 minutes, until nicely “bronzed”. Flip the fish over and cook
for another 3-4 minutes, until the fish is done (opaque in
center). Repeat for the rest of the fillets – adding oil as
necessary and keeping the skillet very hot.

Jason Cory and Bob Hines      Berkley Smith     

Jackson and Parker Smith

Presentation:
Serve it hot, with a squeeze of lime juice! Enjoy! TS
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Waste
Water
treatment
plants
teamsesco offers a full range of speciality facility repairs
TEAMSESCO provides cost effective solutions for your specialty
facility’s repairs in as little as 24-hours. We provide OEM quality
service at non-OEM prices and our staff is trained to repair a wide
range of system components from all major manufacturers. Just
a few of the specialty markets we service are wastewater treatment plants, windpower farms, distribution centers, pharmaceutical manufacturers and the food service industry. We specialize in
drives, servo motors, HMI, touch screens and printed circuit boards
as well as specialized items such as UV ballast, flow meters, turbidity meters and hand-held scan guns. We support these top-brand
manufacturers: Trojan, Nedap, Allen Bradley, Cincinnati Milacron,
Eaton, EMS, Fanuc, GE, HP, Matsuura, Sorensen and more!
TEAMSESCO is your first choice for cost-saving water treatment
plant repairs. Contact us at 1-800-48-sesco or email customercare@teamsesco.com for further assistance. TS

Siemens
611
Simodrive
full, plant simulation, Simodrive testing capability
TEAMSESCO is excited to announce that it has added another product line to our capabilities list. The
Siemens 611 Simodrive system is now included in
our list of equipment that can be fully-load tested under simulated plant conditions.
The 611 system has a large number of available
add-on components. Some of these include the line
regenerative bus module, the DC brake module,
the drive module, HMI, servo module, power supply
module as well as the different control boards for the system of modules.
To insure a quality repair of your system, we have fully-functional testing capabilities for
all module units within the 611 Simodrive system. This includes, not only testing, but the
ability to run each unit under simulated plant conditions. The system allows us the ability
to quickly and efficiently swap a unit out and have it running for hours, if necessary, to find
a heat or load related failure. This addition allows us to fully test the controls by running
it within a closed-looped system. Giving you the confidence that TEAMSESCO repairs are
‘done once, done right’.   TS

what is a simodrive?
A Simodrive drive group is a modular
design comprising line filter, commutating reactor, line supply infeed
module, drive modules as well as,
monitoring, pulsed resistor, capacitor
and HGL modules.

The SIMODRIVE 611 is a modular transistor pulse converter that enables multi-axis, as well as, drive combination solutions. It’s universal closed-loop control plug-in unit is suitable for all
three-phase motors and offers drive solutions for
many applications, including: production
machines for printing, packaging,
plastic, glass, and stone as well
as for presses, conveyor and
transport equipment. Aside from
classic drive functions, such as
speed and torque control, it also
offers integrated positioning
functions which take a considerable load off of the controller.
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TEAMSESCO, Industrial Technology Services
7101 Cessna Drive, Greensboro, NC 27409
1-800-48-SESCO | www.TEAMSESCO.com

The anchor point

continued from page 1

during the past
several years
we have “modernized” the repair processes
in our service
center by utilizing a barcode tracking system. This system allows each customer full
access to their repairs through our customer portal available on our improved website, www.TEAMSESCO.com. Customers
can now price electronic and servo repairs
using our extensive pricing database, view
quotes and failure reports, and check job
status. We make this information available
to make the challenges of repair management easier for our customers.
I am humbled by the number of customers and distributors that have been loyal
to TEAMSESCO for many years and view
the relationship as a partnership. I am very
thankful for each new customer that gives
TEAMSESCO an opportunity to earn their
business. I would love to hear from you, I
can be reached at (336) 662-0646 or email
stuartsmith@TEAMSESCO.com. TS

24/7/365
Service
The Best In the Industry

by Mike Thompson, vice-president

Do you have critical production lines that just cannot be down at any time, for any reason? If so, call
TEAMSESCO!
That’s what Jim Frazier with CMC Steel in Columbia, SC, did. It was a Saturday morning when
CMC’s Allen Bradley drive went down without warning.
As Jim was desperately looking to vendors for help with
this critical situation in order to avoid downtime and
lost production, he became increasingly irritated with
what he was hearing – or not hearing. No one offered
a solution. Jim decided to give TEAMSESCO a
call. “I was shocked when I called your
number on Saturday morning and
a real person answered the phone”
Jim said.
That “real person” was Brenda Murphy,
the operations manager at our Greensboro, NC Service Center. Brenda made arrangements for a technician to meet Jim at
our plant. The drive was diagnosed, repaired,
load-tested and returned. Jim’s production line
was back up and running that same day. So the
next time you require emergency service, give
TEAMSESCO a call!   TS
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